FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY
Mobile inventory solution for SAP®

Carry out inventories in a mobile and efficient way using SAP®
FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY

- FLX-MOBIL Online Inventory for SAP® WM / MM-IM / EWM
- Supported SAP® inventory procedures:
  - Key date inventory
  - Permanent inventory
  - Cycle counting
  - Inventory sampling
- Use of mobile devices
- Posting directly in SAP®
- Flexible adaptation to individual requirements
- Inventory Cockpit for evaluation and correction options

FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY supports and extends the inventory execution using SAP®

Efficient and transparent

Regardless of key date, permanent, sample inventory or dynamic cycle counting, the FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY solution supports you throughout and leads to a fast, cost-effective and transparent inventory execution in SAP®.

FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY supports you on inventory management level (SAP® ERP Inventory Management MM-IM) as well as on warehouse management level (SAP® ERP Warehouse Management LE-WM). You are given a variety of options for combining the individual inventory stages consisting of inventory preparation, inventory count and counting of inventory differences, and for carrying them out in one step. Receipts are created, managed and assigned paperless.

The inventory execution with SAP® is extended by the online use of mobile data terminals and a clear inventory control and evaluation tool. This enables you to carry out an inventory via mobile barcode scanning. Inventory preparation, execution and control are far more efficient, more transparent and prevent operating errors.

Flexibel

The Flexus Framework supports both ITSMobile and SAP Fiori and ensures the flexible choice between mobile devices, smartphones and tablets.

Extendable

FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY is extendable by:
- Offline Inventory
- Pick by Voice application for zero counting

Advantages of FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY
- Fast and error-free inventory count
- Scanning instead of writing
- Flexibility through individual adaptations
- Shortened duration of the blockage of storage bins
- Device and technology-independent use enable maximum convenience
- Extensive evaluation and correction options with the Flexus Inventory Document Manager
Organization, monitoring and evaluation of your inventory in SAP® ERP

The Flexus Document Manager serves for planning, monitoring, controlling and evaluating the inventory execution. In addition, the document manager contains basic functions for numerous evaluations and listings. The concrete characteristics of the data fields, sorting, grouping and control functions can be individually adapted or extended.

The inventory document manager gives you the data you need at any time in order to:

- Create physical inventory documents
- Assign worklists to individual terminals or employees
- Monitor the inventory progress
- Carry out flexible evaluations

With FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY and Flexus Document Manager, you have your inventory in SAP® ERP fully under control. Take advantage of the many possibilities of online data entry in the SAP® standard.

Flexus realizes the complete integration consisting of process analysis, software and hardware. The introduction of the mobile inventory for SAP® only takes a few days.

Core functions of FLX-MOBIL INVENTORY

- Paperless inventories in the SAP® standard
- Free and guided inventories
- Simplified zero quantity control
- Direct field checks from SAP®
- Counting the material stock across several storage locations
- Convenient quantity conversions
- Physical inventory at Inventory Management Level MM-IM / Warehouse Management Level LE-WM, EWM
- Integration of SAP® standard transactions
FLEXUS – Your SAP® Intralogistics Partner

Flexus AG is your competent consulting and development company for the process-oriented implementation of SAP® logistics solutions.

As certified SAP® partner, we have a long-standing expertise in the field of intralogistics. The Flexus solutions for SAP® intralogistics range from FLX-Yard Management, the FLX-Material Guidance System and the comprehensive portfolio for mobile apps with innovative technologies.
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